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Abstract

Professional and pedagogic competences are the basic aspects for effective teaching and learning to take place in classrooms. They are dealing with the quality of teaching-learning process. However, the average score of UKG (Teacher Competence Test) in Indonesia did not achieve standard expected target. This mixed-methods study is aimed to reveal professional and pedagogic competences of English teachers with different UKG achievement levels. Quantitative method was employed in the first phase through student questionnaire to investigate students’ perception on their English teachers’ professional and pedagogic competences performed in classrooms. 14 classes students of six junior high schools in Bandung, West Java, were chosen as participants. The total number of students was 474 with 14 English teachers as subjects of the study. In the second phase, this study employed a descriptive qualitative method through classrooms observation and documentation to reveal how English teachers with different UKG achievement levels performed their competence in classrooms. Five teachers out of the 14 teachers under study were chosen as participants. The finding reveals that based on students’ perception, professional and pedagogic competences demonstrated by English teachers in classrooms do not fully reflect their UKG achievement levels. In some aspects, the teachers with lower UKG achievement are not perceived worse than those with higher UKG achievement. This finding is in line with the finding based on classrooms teaching performance of the five English teachers under study. In some parts of lessons, the lower achievers could even perform better than the highers.
INTRODUCTION

Teaching English as a foreign language is not an easy task. According to Richards (2011), not everyone who speaks English can teach English. English language teaching is seen as a career in a field of educational specialization. This profession requires a specialized knowledge base obtained not only through academic study but also practical experience (Richards, 2011). Moreover, English teachers have more burdens because the curriculum not only emphasizes on the mastery of linguistics competence but also communicative competence in written and oral skill. It is supported by Agustien (2014) who contends that the main purpose of language learning is to develop the ability to communicate (Communicative Competencies) and discourse competence is the core of the ability to communicate.

The statement contended by Agustien above also prescribed in Indonesia department of education regulation that communication in English is intended to understand and express information, thought, feeling, and develop science, technology, and culture by using the language. The ability to communicate in a full understanding is the ability of discourse. Furthermore Celce-Murcia, et al. (1995) in Agustien (2014) explains that the ability of discourse is “choice, sequence, word order, structure, and text of speech to achieve coherent oral and written texts”.

From the statements above, it can be concluded that teaching English is not only about transferring knowledge to students in the classrooms. English teachers need to conduct effective and efficient learning therefore their students can gain good communicative competences. In order to make students learn effectively and efficiently, teaching English does not only require English speaking skill but also teaching competences.

Regulation number 14 of Indonesian Ministry of National Education (2007) also develops four core competences of teacher competence standards. They are pedagogic, personal, social, and professional competence acquired through professional education.

Pedagogic competence is the competence in managing students’ learning. Personal competence includes having good and steady personal characteristics. Professional competence is a competence in mastering the subject matter broadly and deeply. Whereas social competence means competence in communicating and interacting effectively and efficiently with learners, colleagues/fellow teachers, parents/guardians, and community (Minister of National Education Number 16, 2007).

Theoretically stated, teacher competence affects many aspects of education. It is one of the factors determine the quality of learning and the quality of students, which in turns determine the quality of education.

However, the fact indicates the lack of teachers’ comprehension of professional and pedagogic competences. The national average results of teacher competence test or Uji Kompetensi Guru (UKG) in Indonesia for two areas (professional and pedagogic competences) is below the minimum competence standards (http://www.thejakartapost). This fact is supported by several previous studies both in domestic and international frame. In domestic frame, the findings reveal that English teachers’ competences have not been developed as they were expected (Syahrudin, Ernawati, & Ede, 2013; Husin, 2013; Siki, 2013; Febriana & Faridi, 2016). Meanwhile in foreign frame, the results report that teachers’ utmost weakness area is to make the subject matter applicable to the real world situation (Ghazi et al., 2013). Other studies uncover that not all competences required by curriculum are demonstrated by English teachers and English student teachers (Cubukcu, 2010; Kizilaslan, 2011; Tawalbeh & Ismail, 2014; Zhao & Zhang, 2016).

Based on the fact supported by previous studies as outlined above, this study focusses on
investigating whether the teachers’ achievement of UKG represents their teaching skill with the aim to describe teacher competence performed in classrooms by English teachers with different UKG achievement levels in four points of view. They are; 1) students’ perceptions of professional competence performed in the classrooms by their English teachers, 2) students’ perceptions of pedagogic competence performed in classrooms by their English teachers 3) professional competence performed in classrooms by English teachers, 4) pedagogic competence performed in classrooms by English teachers.

METHODS

This study employed a mixed-methods design that implementing sequential which quantitative data come first in the first phase followed by qualitative data in the second phase (Cresswell, 2009). Questionnaire was used in the first phase in order to measure or describe any generalized pictures which matches this study aim: to explore students’ perception of English teachers with different level of UKG perform their professional and pedagogic competences in the classrooms. In the second phase, this study included a descriptive qualitative method through classroom observation and documentation to complement the qualitative components from teacher and also as triangulation in order to help get a full picture of how English teachers with different achievement levels of UKG perform their professional and pedagogic competences in the classrooms.

In the first phase, the participants were six junior high school students in Bandung, East Java, Indonesia. The total number of students was 474 of 14 classes from state and private schools. These students participated in this study by perceiving their English teachers in performing their professional and pedagogic competences in the classrooms. The total number of English teachers under study was 14. and named T1 (teacher 1) to T14 (teacher 14). The classes were chosen purposively based on their English teachers’ agreement.

The English teachers under study were grouped into three groups based on the level of their UKG score. They are group 1, 2, and 3. The UKG score levels are classified based on assessment standard prescribed in Decree of National Education Department (2017). The obtained scores are converted into scale 1-100 and then classified into four levels from very poor to excellent. Level 1 is classified “very poor” with score 1-50, level 2 is “fair” with score 51-70, level 3 is “good” with score 71-90, and level 4 is excellent with score 90-100 (National Education Department, 2017). Since the obtained score of the perceived English teachers are at a range of 1 - 90, in this study, the teachers are grouped into three. Group 1 (level 1) and group 2 (level 2) are represented by five teachers. Meanwhile group 3 (level 3) is represented by four teachers.

In the second phase, five teachers out of 14 teachers under study were chosen as participants, namely, T1 from Group 1, T6 and T9 from Group 2, T11 and T12 from Group 3. They were observed in relation to their classroom practices.

The same 45 items in four likert scale are developed in questionnaire and observation checklist to explore two components of professional competence and eight components of pedagogic competence as prescribed in Rule Of Minister Of National Education Number 16 (2007). The components of professional competence explored includes: 1) mastering the materials, structural, concept, and knowledge mindset of subject matter, and 2) developing learning materials creatively. Meanwhile the components of pedagogic competence include: 1) mastering students' characteristic, 2) mastering learning theories and learning principles, 3) developing the curriculum related to subject matter 4) implementing effective teaching and learning, 5) integrating ict in teaching and learning process, 6) developing students' learning potential, 7) communicating effectively, emphatically, and mannerly with students, and 8) assessing students' learning.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Professional and pedagogic competences performed by English teachers with different UKG achievement levels presented and discussed as follow.

Students' Perception of English Teachers Professional Competence Performed in Classrooms

English teachers’ professional competence performed in classrooms based on students’ perception is described in two components.

Concerning the first component of professional competence (mastering the materials, structural, concept, and knowledge mindset of subject matter), the findings uncover that generally English teachers of all groups show good performance in three indicators, namely: mastering of knowledge of subject matter as the essence of teacher's quality; providing samples of English words and grammatical structures; monitoring his/her own speech and writing for accuracy. Nevertheless they are considered have the lack of English proficiency due to the poor performance of other three indicators, namely: maintaining use of English; maintaining fluent use of English in the classroom; giving explanations and instructions in English.

This findings indicate that the teachers need improvement in English proficiency. They must be encouraged to activate their passive English by starting to speak and use English in class and school environment. Therefore, they are more confident to use the language in classrooms.

In performing the second component of professional competence (developing learning materials creatively in classrooms as perceived by students), all groups demonstrated good classroom practices in providing learning material creatively that meets the level of students’ progress but still need improvement in using various learning resources creatively.

This finding indicates that the teachers were likely to use monotonous learning resources. This is not in line with Wachidah, Gunawan, and Diyanti (2017) who state that in language learning, the experience of using various learning resources enables students to realize that different texts can have the same social function and purpose or vice versa. They are also supposed to aware that various kinds and contents of text are caused by different purposes and context of communication.

Students’ Perception of English Teachers’ Pedagogic Competence Performed in Classrooms.

Teachers’ pedagogic competence classroom performance based on students’ perception is presented in eight components.

Concerning the first component (mastering students’ characteristics), the teachers of all groups failed to know their students’ characteristics well; need improvement in calling students’ by name; need improvement in identifying students; demonstrating good identifying student’s learning difficulties.

Based on the findings above, it is obvious that this mastering students’ characteristics appears as a big challenge to the perceived English teachers. Collecting this information is not an easy thing. In Indonesia, in order to be a certified teacher and able to receive teacher certification allowance, teachers are required to teach at least 24 periods in a week which last 40 minutes of each period. Since English language class of Junior High School is held 4 periods in a week, the English teachers must teach at least six classes with about 30-36 students in each class to fulfil the requirement. This condition becomes an obstacle in mastering the big number of students’ characteristics.

In performing the second component (mastering learning theories and learning principles), all groups need improvement in applying student-centered approach, making use of teaching methods creatively, and making use of various teaching technique creatively. This fact is supported by Leo (2013) who stresses that some teachers who claim their classroom
activities to be students-centered are actually still teachers-centered. Kuma (2016) suggests school administrators support student-centered management and provide training and skills to their teachers because teachers and their students will have higher outcomes and success. More various teaching methods and techniques should be adopted, modified, or varied by teachers since according to Forsyth and McMillan in Leo (2013), variety reawakens students’ involvement in the course and their motivation.

In developing curriculum related to subject matter (the third component), lesson topic was well-introduced by all groups. Nevertheless, all groups demonstrated the lack of awareness of the importance of clarifying students the learning objectives before the lesson begins. On the other hand they performed good classroom practice in evaluating whether the objectives have been achieved at the end of the lesson. This finding is not in line with NSW Education and Communities (2014) who contends that “at the beginning of the lesson, it is crucial to share the specific learning objective and explain how it contributes to achievement of the global goals in the learning sequence”. This helps students see the ‘big picture’, make connections, understand the purpose of and reason for the lesson.

In accordance with the fourth component of pedagogic competence (implementing effective teaching and learning), it can be concluded that all groups are perceived well-implemented safe learning environment in the classrooms. They are also categorized ‘very good’ in managing effective teaching-learning time. Nevertheless, they need improvement in performing lesson material readiness and using various media. On the other hand, all groups are perceived good in performing taking a transactional decision in the learning of teaching appropriate with the evolving situation.

These findings indicate that the teachers need to go to class with good preparation since students are able to identify whether the lesson are well prepared or not especially by students who want to learn seriously. Furthermore Leo (2013) stresses that ‘teachers may lose students’ respect if they do not prepare the lesson well’. They also need to explore and utilize more various media in order to make teaching-learning process more interesting and avoid boredom.

Concerning the fifth component (integrating ICT in teaching and learning process), all groups performed unsatisfying classroom practice in utilizing projector, gadget, and internet. This finding is not in line with the curriculum applied in Indonesia, namely Revised 2013 Curriculum that integrates ICT in teaching-learning process. A crucial factor that had prevented the teachers and students from using ICT in teaching and learning is the lack of ICT tools such as computers, slide projectors, and limited internet access.

Concerning the seventh component (communicating effectively, emphatically, and mannerly), the teachers performed outstanding performance in ensuring relaxed atmosphere, giving clear explanation and instructions, checking students’ understanding and maintaining rapport. They also showed good performance in checking whether students’ completing their assignment and providing comprehensive review of important lesson content. These findings indicate that the teachers are perceived as a good communicator in transferring knowledge supported by classroom relaxed atmosphere and good mutual respect among students and their teacher.

Concerning the last component of pedagogic competence (assessing students’ learning in the classrooms) performed by teachers based on students’ perception, feedback on students’ performance including praises is provided sufficiently by all groups. Group 3 performed the best classroom practice of all since it is categorized ‘very good’. Meanwhile the other groups are categorized ‘good’. In using varied assessment tools for students’ learning and progress, all groups performed ‘good’ classroom practice. In keeping accurate records of students’ learning and progress according to the intended learning objectives, all teachers are perceived need improvement because the scores
fall in low level of good. In providing self-assessment and peer-assessment, group 1 and group 2 are perceived failed to demonstrate good performance since they fall in level 'poor'. Meanwhile group 3 is considered almost poor because it falls at low range of 'good'. In giving remedial test to the students who do not achieve minimum standard criteria, all groups performed ‘good’ classroom practice with score range. Unfortunately, with respect to giving enrichment to the students who have achieved good progress), the teachers show “poor” and “very poor” performance.

**English Teachers’ Professional Competence Performed in Classroom**

In mastering the materials, structural, concept, and knowledge mindset of subject matter (component 1) the findings show that all teachers under observation succeeded in mastering teaching materials (Indicator 1) and providing examples of English words and grammatical structures (Indicator 5). Nevertheless, in several indicators, namely, maintaining use and fluent of English (Indicator 2 and 3), giving explanation and instructions in English (Indicator 4), and maintaining English environment (Indicator 7), T1, T9, and T12 still need improvement since they are categorized 'poor'. Meanwhile T6 is successful since she is categorized 'very good' and T11 are categorized ‘good’. Concerning indicator 6 (monitoring his/her own speech and writing for accuracy, T1 and T9 still need improvement. Nevertheless these mistakes still occurred unconsciously especially in pronunciation. This evidence is supported by Sukrisno (2015) who reveals that English pronunciation inaccuracy has often made by English teachers without being aware of it. Consequently, their students will receive a wrong model in the early process of learning which will be copied and employed by them for the rest of their lives (Sukrisno, 2015). The findings above suggest that the teachers need improvement in English proficiency.

**English Teachers’ Pedagogic Competence Performed in Classrooms**

In terms of pedagogic component, the findings are described in eight components. In mastering students’ characteristics (the first component), all teachers knew students’ characteristics well. Calling students’ by their names was well-performed by T1, T6, and T11. Meanwhile T9 and T12 performed ‘very good’ classroom practice. Concerning identifying students’ potential, all teachers performed good classroom performance. It means students’ potential were well-identified. This finding indicates that students’ strength and weakness are well-explored. In identifying students’ background knowledge, the finding reveals that all teachers showed ‘good’ classroom performance. In identifying students’ learning was used to ease communication. Consequently, students tended to speak their own language in classroom. This is not appropriate since according to Lunberg as cited in Coburn (2016), the English input the teachers produce is important for development of learner oral production. She also notes “how the teachers' code switching (between L1 and L2) seems to negatively affect learners’ oral production and how the teachers’ lack of language confidence may “rub off” on learning”.

Based on the evidences, during teaching, all teachers happened to made language inaccuracy covering pronunciation, confusion of gender, tenses, and preposition as stated by Nell and Muller (2010). Corrections on their speech and writing were done immediately when they realized doing mistakes. Nevertheless these mistakes still occurred unconsciously especially in pronunciation. This evidence is supported by Sukrisno (2015) who reveals that English pronunciation inaccuracy has often made by English teachers without being aware of it. Consequently, their students will receive a wrong model in the early process of learning which will be copied and employed by them for the rest of their lives (Sukrisno, 2015). The findings above suggest that the teachers need improvement in English proficiency.
difficulties, the finding reveals that T1, T9, and T12 performed ‘very good’ classroom practice. Meanwhile T6 and T11 showed ‘good’ performance. These findings indicates that their performance is not different significantly.

The findings above show that all teachers realized the important of mastering students’ characteristics for the sake of efficiency and effectiveness. They put an effort to call their students’ name individually. Therefore students may feel touched, welcome, and respected by their teachers. As a result, a rapport is established (Leo, 2013).

Concerning the second component (mastering learning theories and learning principle), all teachers implemented cooperative learning because their students learned in group as described by Kagan and High in Astuti (2016) that in cooperative learning students work in group. T6 and T11 were successfull in engaging their students equally and interacted simultaneously in the lesson. Nevertheless, T1, T9, and T11 still need improvement since they still dominated the lesson activities and flow of information is one way from the teachers to students. This is not appropriate with Yuliasri (2016) who states that the 2013 curriculum postulates student-centered learning, active learning, and learning in groups are used, which also means that cooperative learning is applicable. Apparently, some challenges were faced by the English teachers in practicing cooperative learning in classroom. One among the challenges is unavailability of community of cooperative learning practitioners (Astuti, 2016).

In developing curriculum related to subject matter (the third component), lesson topic was well introduced by all teachers. The finding suggests that the teachers have awareness in introducing what is generally being talked about or theme (Wong and Wong, 2011). However, T9 and T12 failed to clarified lesson objectives. All teachers performed outstanding classroom performance in checking whether objectives have been achieved. T9 and T12 need to improve their classroom practice in clarifying lesson objectives since it helps students focus on what learning is going to be. It is supported by Hattie as cited in Wong and Wong (2011) who says “simply tell students what they will be learning before the lesson begins and you can raise student achievement as much as 27 percent”.

Concerning the fourth indicator (implementing effective teaching and learning in the classrooms), all teachers were outstanding in creating learning environment that ensure standard safety as contended by Indiana Department of Education (2015) that classrooms is free from obstacle i.e cords, learning tools are available but safely displayed and easily accessible. They performed good managing effective learning time and preparing the ready-used lesson material. Nevertheless, T1 need improvement in using various media. T6, T9, T11 are categorized ‘very good’ and T12 is categorized ‘good’. All of them did not perform taking a transactional decision in the learning of teaching appropriate with the evolving situation.

Concerning integrating ICT in classroom (the fifth component), T1 need improvement, T6 and T9 are classified ‘very good’. Meanwhile T11 and T12 failed to integrate it. Gadget such as mobile phone was seldom used by T2, T9, and T12. T6 performed ‘good’ classroom practice and T11 failed to perform it. These findings indicate that ICT was not integrated by all teachers in classrooms. Most of classrooms under observation were not facilitated by slide projectors. The projector was only available in T9’s classroom which is a state school. The other problem is inadequate access to ICT resources such as computers, a network infrastructure, and connectivity. This fact becomes the main reason why the teachers were reluctant to use ICT as teaching-learning tool, not because they were not competent in using it. Therefore, the obstacles to access ICT at school must be minimized.

The findings of the sixth component (developing students’ learning potential) show that all teachers performed sufficient supporting students’ self confidence, encouraging students to do their utmost, providing them with activities to apply knowledge in classroom, and posing questions to encourage thinking.
Nevertheless T1, T9, and T12 need improvement in promoting students’ participation in the classroom since only certain students were dominant and the others tended to be passive. Meanwhile T6 and T12 showed very good performance since their students participated actively during the lesson.

Concerning the seventh component (communicating effectively, empathically’ and mannerly), all teachers succeeded in performing relaxed atmosphere in class as stated by Grif and Wal (2011) through addressing their students in a positive manner, demonstrating warmth and empathy towards all students, and reacting with humor and stimulate humor (T6 and T11). They also succeeded in giving clear instructions and explanation to students, checking students’ understanding, checking students’ assignment completion, maintaining rapport, and performing good classroom practice in providing comprehensive review of most important lesson content and vocabulary items time to time.

Concerning Assessing students’ learning (the eighth component), the data reveals that all teachers gave sufficient oral feedback including compliment. With respect to written feedback, the evidence reveals that T9 and T12 gave not only score and grade but also the strength and weakness of students’ work in terms of communicative purpose of text, structure of text, and language features covering spelling and tenses. This is appropriate because according to Wijayanti, Bharati, and Mudjianto (2015), implementation of the written feedback improve the students’ writing skill in grammar practice. It could also improve the students’ interest in learning grammar and they will be more careful in writing especially in punctuation and spelling. The other teachers only give written feedback in form of scoring and grading. All teachers assessed students’ attitude, knowledge, and skill as prescribed on Ministry of Education number 26 year 2016 about assessment standard which covering three competences, namely, attitude, knowledge, and skill.

Other finding reveals that concerning assessment tools, the finding is in line with the research conducted by Mutmainah, Faridi, and Astuti (2017) who find that in practice, the teachers under observation mostly used observation for assessing students’ attitude. For assessing knowledge, the teachers preferred applying written test. Meanwhile for assessing skills, the teachers tended to use performance and project-based assessment because of familiar with those two kinds of techniques.

Remedial programm was provided sufficiently by all teachers. However, enrichment was not demonstrated by all teachers during observation. This is not in line with Sudiro (2016) who explains that in mastery learning, struggling learners who have not achieved minimum standard criteria and advance learners need to be provided by equal opportunities to pursue learning based on their strength and weakness. Remedial program is given to struggling students and enrichment is given to advance learners.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on students’ perception, the major conclusion of the study is that, in some cases, professional and pedagogic competences performed by English teachers in classrooms do not reflect their UKG achievement levels. In some aspects, teachers with lower UKG achievement are not perceived worse than those with higher UKG achievement. On the other hand, teachers with higher UKG achievement level are not always perceived better. The study also found that in some aspects, their performance is not different significantly.

The finding above is in line with the finding on teachers’ classroom teaching performance. This study had used empirical findings to show that different UKG achievement levels of five English teachers under study were not fully reflected in their classroom teaching performance. In some parts of lesson, the lower achiever could even perform better than the higher achiever.
SUGGESTIONS

This study reveals that different levels of teachers’ UKG achievement were not congruent with their classroom performance. It means using UKG could not serve as the basis for teacher competence measurement since competence not only covers knowledge but also skill and attitude. Therefore in order to gain more comprehensive and accurate teacher competence measurement, it is suggested that the assessment should not only use cognitive test. Classroom observation and students’ survey should be used as other assessment tools. The results of this multiple measurement implementation are aimed to map teacher competence thoroughly, not only in terms of knowledge but also skill, and attitude.

This study also reveals that teachers performed good classroom practice in mastering subject matter. Nevertheless English was less used in classrooms due to the lack of their English proficiency. It is also recommended that the teacher training conducted to follow up their UKG achievement should be aimed not only to help teachers gain better UKG score as experienced by me but also to improve their teaching skill including English proficiency, applying various student-centered teaching techniques, applying assessment, etc to be implemented in classroom.
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